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ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT
Endogenous retroviruses (ervs) are sequences that derived from ancient retroviral infections of germ cells
and integrated in humans, mammals and other vertebrates millions years ago. These ervs are inherited
according to Mendelian expectations as all other genes in the genome. Coding sequences are flanked by two
ltrs (long terminal repeat sequences). Most ervs are defective however some ervs still have open reading
frames in their genome. These ervs settle close to functional genes or within the genes and can influence or
control functions of the host genes using their ltrs. Most integration has deleterious effects. However some
integration could be example of positive co-adaptation as syncitin. The first equine endogenous beta
The first
first known beta
retrovirus which is
has been found in 2011
is ecerv-beta1
ecerv-beta1has
2011 by
by Antoinette
Antoinette C.van
C.vander
derKuyl
Kuyl1.1.the
retrovirus and few pol gene similar to foamy retrovirus were only known endogenous retroviruses fixed in
the domestic horse (equuscaballus) genome. Our aim of the study was to identify other endogenous
retrovirus sequences in an equine genome and classify them into groups. Based on the high number of sines
(equine repetitive element) in the horse genome we hypothesized that certain ervs will be located sufficiently
close to sines that they will be amplified using an unbiased sine-pcr approach with degenerate primers. The
nearest sine element was located 5.5 kkbp
bp upstream
upstream at
at the
the 5’of
5’of the
the ecerv-beta1. Pan-pol pcr was also used to
find novel ervs based on 640 bp long region of pol gene which is the most conserved region of ervs. 27
complete and novel ervs that are 13 beta, 13 gamma, 1 spuma and 249 candidate endogenous retroviruses
have been revealed using ltr_struc tool and double checked by retrotector online tool and ncbi-blast tool. It
was proven that ecerv-beta1, which has 2 ltrs with 1% divergence between ltrs has a polymorphism among
13 different breeds.
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product of pol gene which is the most conserved
region. This approach has been successfully used in
other species genome like human, swine, and avian
genome etc. Recent integrations are likely to be
polymorphic between different breeds. EcERVbeta1 has 2 LTRs with 1% divergence, which is
relatively
recent
integration.
It
occured
approximately 2.5 million years ago (mya). LTR
divergence is the crucial factor for polymorphism.
The classification of ERV using Retrotector tool is
based on Pol nucleotide sequence similarity and Pol
protein conservation (Jern et al., 2005). Pol protein

is the most well conserved retrovirus protein
therefore useful for classification. Integrated
proviruses may activate cellular gene expression
either in somatic cells or following germ-line
infection. Most commonly, this has been detected as
increased cellular growth associated with oncogenes.
Syncytin is the best known example of co-adaptation
between viruses and the host. Syncytin mediates
placental cytotrophoblast fusion in vivo, and thus
plays an important role in human placental
morphogenesis [3].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our study consists of 2 sections, bioinformatics and
experimental sections.
Experimental section SINE-PCR: The first step
was to find the nearest SINE element in the flanking
region of known equine beta endogenous retrovirus
(EcERV-Beta1).To find the nearest SINE elements
in the vicinity of EcERV-beta1 degenerate primers
were designed using the multiple alignments of
previously known SINEs. We have cloned the PCR
products using TOPO TA cloning kit and sequenced.

Degenerate primers were designed from the
conserved region of all known horse SINE elements
using the multiple alignments of all equine repetitive
elements which were archived in GIRI database.
Forward primer: CCRGBGTTTCGYTGGTTCV,
where R stands for A or G; B stands for G, T or C;
Y stands for C or T; V stands for G, A or C;
Reverse primer:
CTAGAGAGGGGCAAAAACTTCTC

Cycle parameters of Touch down PCR

Pan-pol10PCR was used to amplify 640 bp of
conserved pol region.The degenerate
oligonucleotides were used:
5‘ MOP-2 (5‘-CCWTGGAATACTCCYRTWTT-3‘)
3‘
MOP-2
(5‘GTCKGAACCAATTWATATYYCC-3‘), where R
stands for A or G, Y stands for C or T, K stands for
G or T, and W stands for A or T.
PCR products were cloned and sequenced. 2
samples Thoroughbred horse were used in SINEPCR and Pan-PCRs. Polymorphism of EcERV-beta1
were tested on 26 samples from 13 different breeds
such as Shetland pony and Icelandic horse.

Table 1.

Cloning of PCR products: SINE and Pan pol PCR
products were both cloned and sequenced. The
products of the expected size were cut by scalpel
from the 0.8% agarose gel after gel electroporation
and gel purified using SNAP Mini prep Kit. After
that the products were ligated with pCR2.1-TOPO
vector. TOPO TA Cloning Kit for sequencing was
used according to the protocol.
Sequencing of Cloned plasmid inserts
M13forward and M13 reverse primers were used to
generate a nucleotide sequence of the DNA insert
cloned into pCR-TOPO2.1.
M13
Forward
(−20)
5´GTAAAACGACGGCCAG-3´
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M13
Reverse
5´CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3´.
Plasmids DNAs were directly sequenced by
BigDye® Direct Cycle Sequencing Kitaccording to
the protocol. Since plasmid has its own M13 tails
PCR amplification was not required before
sequencing
Polymorphism of EcERV Beta1 region between
13different breeds
3360 bp segment has been amplified, which includes
whole pol region. It was possible to analyze

polymorphism between breeds. For that purpose 13
different horse breeds were used.
Left primer:
GTCTCAAGCCTCCTTCGAGC
Right primer:
TCCACAAAGGAGAGGAAGCG
Long range PCR amplification was used for pol
region.

Cycle parameters of Long range PCR

Bioinformatics approach
LTR_STRUC was the main tool on bioinformatics
part of the study and the latest available version of
the horse genome, EquCab2 sequence was used in
the experiment. Repetitions were sorted out and
excluded from further analysis. Retrotector online
tool was used for scrutinizing the results of
LTR_STRUC tool.

Table 2.

NCBI-BLAST
NCBI-BLAST search for endogenous retrovirus was
used to double-check the candidates of
ERVs.7,8BLAT (The BLAST-like Alignment Tool)
searches through the Horse (Equuscaballus)
Genome Browser Gateway of the Genome
Bioinformatics Group of UC Santa Cruz.9

RESULTS
Experimental results:
SINE-PCR results
Figure 1.SINE-PCR result. L is ladder between 50-2000 bp. T represents
thoroughbred horses.. Touch down PCR was used and the nearest SINE element
has been found in 5.5 kb far from the ERV. It was quite large fragment between
SINE element and EcERV Beta1. Through sequencing the fragment, we can find the
location of the SINE element.

Pan-pol PCR results
Figure 2.Pan-PCR results. L is ladder between 50-2000 bp. T represents
thoroughbred horses.
Touch down PCR was used and annealing temperature was at 45 oC.

6
Sequencing results:Pan-pol sequence:
Pan-pol PCR products were cloned and sequenced. 7
endogenous retroviruses have been found from
unplaced genomic scaffold and 3 ERVs from
chromosome number 5 by sequence of Pan PCR
products. These 640 bp products are overlapped with
pol regions of EcERVs of chromosome 5.
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SINE-sequence:
SINE-PCR products were sequenced but we
sequenced 5.5 kb region between known beta
retrovirus (EcERV beta1) and its SINE element
instead of 230 bp SINE element. In order to find
other ERVs near to SINE element of EcERV beta1
this experiment needs to be repeated.

Polymorphism of EcERV Beta1

Figure 3 .Polymorphism of EcERV Beta1
L is 500 -5000 bp ladder, 1,3-Thoroughbred horse1, 2,11,-North Swedish warmblood , 4,8-,10Standardbred,
5,26-Shetland pony, 6-Morgan horse, 7,16-Gotland pony (Sweden), 9,19-Icelandic horse, 12,21-North
Swedish draft, 13-Swedish Ardenne, 14, 15-Connemara pony, 17,18-Faeroe pony, 20-202, 22, 23Knabstruber, 24, 25- Welsh pony, P is a sample of thoroughbred horse that was used as a positive control in
the second PCR
From figure.3 we can see that the expected region
was not amplified at the same size. And some breeds
do not contain this EcERV Beta1 retrovirus or they
have accumulated mutations on that region.
Therefore we can say that there is a polymorphism
between breeds. Some of them have 2 products and
they could be possible candidates. There is definitely
a polymorphism in different breeds because
although some samples do not have the expected
band but they have primer dimer in the bottom
which can prove the PCR was performed well.
Sample number 26 has slightly larger fragment than
the positive control. The insertion could be the cause
of different size of the products. Thoroughbred
horses (1 and 3) have same products. Standardbreds
(4 and 8) have 2 products but number 10 was not
amplified. The reason of sample 10 could be bad
DNA quality or fragmented DNA. Morgan (6) horse
has the band. Shetland pony has the band (5 and 26)
Connemara pony (14 and 15) Swedish Ardenne (13)
has the ERV, Faeroe pony (17 and 18) have the
ERV. Swedish draft (12 and 21) has the ERV, North
Swedish warmblood (2) and Swedish Warmblood
(11) have the ERV, Knabstruber does not have (22
and 23) Icelandic horses do not have this product
(9,19). Gotland pony does not have (7 and 16) 202
(20) does not have. Welsh pony does not have (24
and 25). This polymorphism could be due to the
geographic of different breed’s distribution.

Bioinformatics results
Main result of the bioinformatics approach was that
27 complete and novel ERVs were found.
LTR_STRUC results
A total of 276 unique EcERVs were identified and
every calculation and analysis on bioinformatics part
were based on these selected endogenous retrovirus
sequences from LTR_STRUC. Thoroughbred
mare’s (Twilight) genome was used by
LTR_STRUC. The average EcERV is 8.3 kb long
and the amount of 276 EcERV is 2299577 bp or 0,
085 % (based on the 276 chains real lengths in the
horse genome that consist of 2.68 GB).
Score
It was proven that the highest scored ones occur
more common in the genome by NCBI-BLAST tool.
For
example
chr520000_RT3_B7_L7_8
on
chromosome 5 has 99% similarity versions in other
chromosomes as 11, 29, 1, 15, 6 etc.
27 complete endogenous retroviruses were
discovered while all candidates were examined by
Retrotector online tool. These ERVs were
abundantly present on all other chromosomes except
chromosome 29 and 31. 27 complete endogenous
retroviruses that are 13 beta, 13 gamma, 1 spuma
have been revealed from this study using
LTR_STRUC tool. Previously known the EcERV
Beta1 has also been found within these ERVs and
we used it as a positive control in the in silico
analysis. Retrotector score was quite high (1007.1)
in average among complete 27 ERVs.
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Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree of translated pol sequences of novel EcERVs, EcERV Beta1, beta- and delta
retroviruses. Genbank accession numbers are indicated.
Novel EcERVs were branched closer to each other
and resemble most closely with Bovine ERV-beta3
in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 4). And EcERVbeta1 was branched with murine retrovirus, Mouse

mammary tumour virus. Beta retroviruses from
sheep and primates are only distantly related to
EcERVs and EcERV-beta1.

DISCUSSION
The integration polymorphism between breeds of
EcERV Beta1 is an interesting result. The primers
were designed on the bases of pol conserved gene of
EcERV Beta1. Y chromosome has not been included
in this analysis because the horse genome sequence
that we mined was made from a mare. More ERVs
could have been found if we included Y
chromosome because it is assumed as “graveyard”
of ERVs.4 Chromosome 29 and 31 are lack of equine
ERVs from this result. It remains to be confirmed
that these chromosomes are essentially lacking
equine ERVs or whether it reflects annotation-bias of
these chromosomes. Previous published research on
equine endogenous retrovirus was limited. We have
found several unique integrations within the
functional genes that may be cause of cancer or
imprint of co-adaptation between host and

retrovirus. In The Retroviridae book volume 2 page
258. “A number of studies have probed various
equine tissues for the presence of endogenous
retroviruses. (Rice et al, 1978, 1989. Rasty et al
1990, O‘Rourke et al, 1991). None of the studies
(Southern blots, PCR) have detected endogenous
retrovirus sequences in tissues of equine origin,
although more sensitive techniques such as nested
PCR have not yet been used to search for equine
retroelements. However, in 2011, 20 years later Van
der Kuyl found the first Equine endogenous beta
retrovirus using by Blast search. In the present study
we have found 27 novel and complete ERVs with
other candidates. The low amount of EcERVsin
horse i.e. 276 unique chains scored more than 0.3
with LTR_STRUC in this study.

CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that SINE-PCR approach is available
to find novel ERVs from horse genome by finding
the nearest SINE element of the known beta
retrovirus which belongs to ERE1 family. Pan-PCR
has worked well on horse genome as well as other
species genome. Seven EcERVs were found from
unassembled region of horse genome and three
ERVs were found from chromosome 5 as variants of
EcERV beta1. 276 EcERV elements were
discovered by LTR_STRUC tool based on the
criterium that they should pass the lower limit of 0.3
score. 27 novel and complete EcERVs have been
found which is about 10% of all candidates and the
first beta ERV has also been found within them

therefore we assumed it as a positive control for the
in silico analysis. Nine equine ERVs located on the
unassembled part of horse genome have been found
by NCBI-BLAST tool. We have found 4 ERVs from
chromosome 5 using LTR_STRUC tool and 9 ERVs
from unassembled region using NCBI-BLAST tool
and 3 out of 4 ERVs from chromosome 5 and 7 out
of 9 ERVs from NCBI-BLAST results were same as
what we have found from Pan-PCR result. The
equine genome has been effective in protection from
extensive retroviruses integration. We have studied
the polymorphism between breeds on EcERV-Beta1.
Integrations with 1% divergence between LTRs
have polymorphism between breeds. The complexity
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